Eukaryotic cell survival mechanisms: Disease relevance and therapeutic intervention.
Cell responds to stress by activating various modes of stress responses which aim for minimal damage to cells and speedy recovery from the insults. However, unresolved stresses exceeding the tolerance limit lead to cell death (apoptosis, autophagy etc.) that helps to get rid of damaged cells and protect cell integrity. Furthermore, aberrant stress responses are the hallmarks of several pathophysiologies (neurodegeneration, metabolic diseases, cancer etc.). The catastrophic remodulation of stress responses is observed in cancer cells in favor of their uncontrolled growth. Whereas pro-survival stress responses redirected to death signaling provokes excessive cell death in neurodegeneration. Clear understanding of such mechanistic link to disease progression is required in order to modulate these processes for new therapeutic targets. The current review explains this with respect to novel drug discoveries and other breakthroughs in therapeutics.